Abstract-As high-performance scientific computing continues to advance to higher degrees of parallel computing power, the system interconnect becomes a more critical performance-related resource. Optical links have been used strategically to reduce cost per performance in HPC system interconnects for the past decade. In this paper, we explore the performance implications of optical link performance on scientific applications in leading network designs, placing optical signaling technology in the context of its usefulness to HPC system interconnects.
I. INTRODUCTION
The parallel computation power of high-performance computing (HPC) systems continues to grow because of increasingly dense compute nodes, putting more pressure on the system interconnect to deliver low-latency high-bandwidth connectivity between application processes. Major factors in the design of the interconnect include the performance, cost, power, and reliability of individual components, as well as architectural considerations like topology. Because of their sheer number, the links that connect switches are a major consideration, including signaling technology and connector design.
The difficulties with traditional copper links is their limited useful distance, about 5-10m [1] , and scaling signaling rates [2] . Optical links have been employed in modern interconnects in parts of the interconnect topology to address this, spanning across machines to realize the desired connectivity. Highradix topologies like the dragonfly [3] and fat-tree [4] are highly desirable because of small network diameters, and are especially prone to needing optical links to connect distant switches. Optical links have also been employed because of their small connector footprint and higher cable density [5] , [6] . However, optical transceivers are typically more costly than electrical connectors, requiring the use of a mix of electrical and optical links for near-future systems that are cost-limited (and they all are). This paper addresses the question of how much do optical links affect performance in near-future interconnects. We identify the places in three topologies where optical links are likely to be used, and simulate the performance of different scientific applications and mini-apps with links of different bandwidth. It is our goal to motivate how much bandwidth each link must have, driving higher signaling rates and the further use of wave-division multiplexing (WDM), or saving money with cheaper, slower transceivers.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We perform our sensitivity analysis of optical link performance using SST/macro, a coarse-grained simulator aimed at evaluating the communication characteristics of large parallel applications at scale [7] , [8] . SST/macro, and coarse-grained simulation in general, is an efficient way to evaluate various parts of the communication subsystem without having to run large cycle-accurate parallel discrete event-driven simulations (PDES). SST/macro contains a fully implemented model of the MPI interface and protocols, as well as parameterized and validated performance models of processors, memory, NICs, and network switches. Electrical link effective bandwidth is set to 4.7GB/s, a value we measured from a recent HPC machine. We sweep optical link bandwidth from an order of magnitude below and above this value.
A. Network Topologies
We consider the following network topologies, chosen for their low diameter and use of relatively high-radix switches, which commonly require optical links to span distances across a machine.
• 7D Torus: Each dimension has 4 switches, and optical links are used for the last 3 dimensions.
• Dragonfly [3] : Each group is an 8×8 flattened butterfly [9] , where each node is connected to every other node in its row and column. Each switch has 4 optical connections to other groups, and minimal routing is used.
• Fat-Tree: A 12-ary 4-tree, with optical links for connections to any column more than 1 column away, and all optical connections at the root switches.
B. Applications
The following are descriptions of the studied applications.
• miniMD: MiniMD is a molecular dynamics microapplication from the Mantevo project [10] that was created to investigate improving spatial-decomposition particle simulations as a simpler, but more accessible version of LAMMPS [11] .
• sweep3D: Sweep3D [12] is a particle transport benchmark which uses a commmunication-optimized wavefront design pattern to solve a fixed 12-iteration multi-angle, multi-group Boltzmann transport problem. We use weak scaling starting from 512×1024×256 with a constant 32 grid points per rank.
• GTC: The Gyrokinetic Toroidal Code (GTC) is a 3D
particle-in-cell (PIC) application developed to study turbulent transport in magnetic confinement fusion [13] . GTC solves the non-linear gyrophase-averaged VlasovPoisson equations in a geometry characteristic of toroidal fusion devices. III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Figure 1 shows application improvement for a canonical allocation on the machine, or the first N sequentially numbered nodes where N is the application size. In this case, a 7D torus will show no effect until an application size of 4096, because the allocation does not reach the dimensions using optical links (a mundane result, but important nonetheless). Dragonfly performance is relatively sensitive to inter-group optical link performance after 1024 ranks, actually showing improvement with links that are faster than the electronic ones. Fat-tree is also sensitive to slower links for all applications sizes, because even small allocations must use links that traverse to switches up the tree. Figure 2 shows application improvement for a random allocation on the machine, potentially involving many more optical link traversals. Again, little real improvement is seen using links faster than electrical, but large penalties are observed for links that are much slower, especially in GTC which has a large number of global collectives.
